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Timor Leste: LDC group is willing to have this group guided by ??  Have our proposal and we 
had the event on the first of December and a very good outcome and we can use this as a basis 
for our negotiations but we need to be balanced in terms of the outcome of this. We have the 
modalities and now, in terms of performance of the WIM itself, I think that action and support 
itself, is a critical point for ourselves even though we still need to enhance the first and second 
function of the WIM. But we have to touch upon the third function as well. Have to have a clear 
idea of finance for loss and damage. Have to have facility in place.  
 
Performance and structure to establish implementation arm, action and support, guidance to 
support assessments etc. we can see the process, if we don’t finalize the process of 
implementation arm, then we could finalize by the next COP. Cop 26. Heard voice in group - 
well wed like some stuff from humanitarian resources which is true but that is not what we are 
talking about. 2 CP /19 and before that, 3/CP/18. AND need to think about role of convention 
and CMA itself. Experts under them —> so fits in global stock take of 2023 and transparency. 
Needs to be reported. Can’t be outside of the mechanism completely —> has to be reported. 
This is how to address the function of the mechanism itself. Try to put in comprehensive way to 
have support itself from head of states so implementation arm can also provide guidelines and 
operative guidelines for financial mechanism of  
 
Sudan: Developing countries are still waiting for this mechanism to develop. Key issue with 
EXCOM that have at the mechanism. Need clear guidance re: financial mechanism in the 
convention. Have clear guidance. Need guidance re: action and support. Also framework for 
delivery on action. Also, thinking about the whole mechanism, that even in our submission we 
made it very clear submitted and communicated we would love to see covering issues the 
issues specifically focusing on droughts, slow onset events, medium and long term, emphasis to 
best available science, regional coverage because of specific different regions, on national level 
- effective arrangement with focal points, dissemination, capacity building would be helpful. For 
existing arrangement, temporary expert groups is not useful - current experience is very clear. 
Takes groups three years just to fully establish work plans. Issue of technology’s finance, even 
other issues.  
 
Georgia: Suggestion for para. 4b ToR - understand that also replies structure of WIM and 
EXCOm and doesn’t reflect contemporary thinking of bodies as move into Paris implementation. 
Think should change - propose subsidiary body or technology advise to consider revisions of 
EXCOm in consideration of 5 UN regional groupings and developed and developing and make 
recommendations thereof at COP27  
 
Nicaragua: Hurricane Ayan battering Philippines when being discussed, extremely strong, over 
6k fatalities and major discussions between US and Philippines re: how being hit and news from 
families. And still squeezed fill. Then served on interim excom and wasted one year, then five 
years. While studies being taken, reality back on the ground, still characterized by too little, too 
late, and wrong thing. Have new categories of loss and damage - catastrophic loss and damage 
(all systems are down) i.e. Dallas Texas, 1900, 12k died. Once in 100 yr event.  —> 1998 
(Hurricane Mitch with 20k Central Americans gone) 2005 Katrina, 2017, 2018, 2019 —-> 
changed situation, right there. Completely wiped out and they got tents, blankets, bottled water 
when they need everything. International response has been pathetic and the response here 



has been pathetic. This mechanism doesn’t have L&D on the agenda. Should be on the same 
level as adaptation and mitigation. Should be elevated so that other mechanisms so that other 
mechanisms can start considering it. It is getting harder and harder to  
 
AILAC: important to have deeper discussion re: action and support. See role as knowledge and 
enhancement should reflect. Use elements already provided in TOR particularly re: scope with 
using commonalities in terms of reference etc. key elements want in scope.  
A. collaboration with focal points and establish national entities, emphasis; Funding for loss 
and damage; Facilitate $$$ for implementing projects; Windows under GEF and other banks to 
mainstream in them.  
B. Establish expert group under line E to materialize action and support 
C. Solidify parties on accessibility, particularly, and applicability of EXCOM products and 
usefulness in climate action. EXCOM should integrate loss and damage. Must promote to be 
consider L and D as part of longterm Paris goals.  
D. Expert groups are limited to enhance their effectiveness to pursue and important their 
impact of examples needs follow successful models like CTCN 
 
Structure - TFD worked well but is important to further clarify how advisory groups contribute to 
working plans, and establishing advisory groups, operationalizing, concerned with delays in 
constitutions of other advisory groups planning since first few years of working group for timely 
response.  
 
Supporting AOSIS comments i.e. risk transfer facilities, supporting work of slow-onset events, 
commonality we have in terms of most countries in terms of work need to do.  
 
Korea: make the process readily available to everyone.  
 


